










IMAGE OF DOC MARTIN
CURES MILLIONS!
After an elderly lady on a nature hike
realised that her cancer was cured, she
quickly told everyone she knew the good
news about her cancer and how a tree with
an unknown face in the bark cured her.
After her report, dozens of people began to
flock to the hill side where the tree stands.
Person after person walked pass the tree
until one day, a raver named Janis "J-Pop"
realised that the face in the tree was none

other than her house DJ hero, Doc Martin.  The picture with this article is a repro-
duction of one of the only images that was able to capture this remarkable sight
on film before it disappeared.  It is unknown if the tree still has its healing powers.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST!
147 POUNDS IN 8 DAYS! 
Blow-Pop diet helped this raver lose 147 pounds
in just 8 days!  After realising her prom date was
going to cancel their prom date unless she lost
150 pounds, Jane Doe (name with held by
request) began fasting.  This wasn't good
enough as she realised 8 days before her date
and she had only lost 3 pounds.  Under the
advice of a close friend Jane bought a box of
Blow Pops and ate nothing else for the remaining 8 days before her date.  Jane
believes what made this diet work was that the hard candy outside helped give her
energy to run around her house and clean, a form of exercize for her, and the
chewy gum center helped give her brain the impression that she was always eat-
ing.  Congratulations Jane!

GLOW STICKS AND PACIFIERS
BAN LIFTED IN NEW ORLEANS!
Pacifiers and glow sticks cannot be banned from "rave" parties
set in New Orleans, says federal U.S. District Judge G. Thomas
Porteous.  His ruling blocks, for the time being, part of a plea
agreement between federal prosecutors and the company that
puts on raves at the State Palace Theater in New Orleans.
Porteous granted a restraining order blocking enforcement of the
ban on the various items until more court proceedings are held.
The ruling came in response to a lawsuit filed by the American
Civil Liberties Union on behalf of rave participants.
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were you born and where were you raised?
Oct 25 is my Birthday.  I was born and raised
in Queens New York, a borrow  of New York
city.

Why the move from N.Y. to L.A.?
Well...((fart))...aahhhh...boy that one smells
good.........I just needed to mellow out a bit, as
I was getting into too much shit in New
York...((burp)).....and I figured I might as well
start some ruckus here.

What are the main differences between
the East Coast hardcore scene and the
West Coast hardcore scene?
Let me see ,Penis, there is a scene on the
East, but not as big as the West side.  It used
to be very big on the East, but now most pro-
moters are afraid to take chances out there
with the Hardcore.  It’s a shame cuz there’s a
lot of people on the East that want it pretty
bad.  It’s about time these promoters on the
East wake up....(yawn)... and give it the respect
it deserves.

what's been your favorite American city to
play in and why?
I can’t say that I have a favorite city, but I have
had favorite moments in many different cities,
such as New York, L.A., Dallas.  Orlando espe-
cially cuz I was booked for a club out there to
play breaks and of course I brought some
Hardcore besides breaks.  It turns out that the
owner of the club was one of the ‘Backstreet
boys’.  It was funny to see an expensive club
with all these hardcore posters everywhere.
As soon as I got on stage, the crowd was
yelling “HARDCORE”... and it went off!! 

Overall what's been your least favorite
American city to play in and why?
One of my most interesting moments, when I
was playing Hardcore in a club in  Phoenix,
(not to disrespect Phoenix) but then some of
the kids were asking if I was going to be play-
ing “Booty House”... I told them I don’t play
that!  And they thought that “booty house”
was a style of Hardcore.  But now they are
deprogrammed from that, thank God!

What do you think about moshing at
raves?
I feel, it’s a great way for everybody to release
tension.  As long as nobody dies.

What do you think of "Newstyle" hardcore?
At first I didn’t’ like it, cuz I thought it was very
under produced and too simple.  But now,
some of the shit that coming out from Italy and
Holland, is pretty damn phat. 

What do you think of happy hardcore and
hardcore techno sharing the same stage at
an event?
I wouldn’t think that it would be a good idea,

but from what I notice, a lot of the Hardcore
kids are into Happy, and vice-versa, so what
do I know!

In a single room event, do you think there
should be a variety of music styles repre-
sented, or would you rather have hardcore
techno all night?
I think there should be a variety of different
styles of Hardcore.  So you don’t  overkill the
night...be it Newstyle, Gabber, or speedcore.

Where do you think hardcore techno is
heading musically in terms of program-
ming and sampling? 
I think musically, there are stronger melodies,
whether it be dark or hype, the Mixdowns and
E.Q. ing’s are 100 times better than years
ago...which of course that brings the quality of
Harcore up.  Soon, I’d like to see Hardcore
placed in to movie sound tracks.

you strictly a hardcore dj now or do you
spin other types of music as well?
Besides Hardcore, I also produce and spin
Dark Breaks. Being that I used to play drums, I
still get to practice on my drumming skills
when I produce breaks. 

One or two people you would consider
your closest ally's in the scene?
Deffinetly not you.....just busting your balls
man.......your cool......but seriously..... Frankie
Bones and Rob Gee are two of my closest
friends in the scene

Who do you give thanks to for being where
you are?
My parents.  At a young age, they pushed
music on me.

Are you strictly a hardcore dj now or do
you spin other types of music as well?
Besides Hardcore, I also produce and spin
Dark Breaks. Being that I used to play drums, I
still get to practice on my drumming skills
when I produce breaks. 

What's the single most exciting project
you have slated for release?
Well Hotpants.........Hardcore for the
Headstrong ‘the New Testament’.  I put many
vibes into that CD.  With Newstyle morphing
into Gabber, I feel that this CD is raising the
standards of Hardcore music.  Nuff said.

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
I see myself with you in my arms!!...Nah but
seriosly hotpants...  I see myself still enhanc-
ing the quality of the Core, in America,  and
looking to build an ‘Army’  of Producers and
Dj’s  to represent H2oh, and to get Hardcore
recognized and respected as a truly unique
and professional style of Electronic Music.
Amen.





Label: Tidy Trax,
Rotherham/Kettering    
Sub-labels: Untidy Trax
Established: 1996
Releases to date: 60ish

Top Selling Releases: Signum 'What
Ya Got 4 Me'
What lead you into the hardhouse /
nu-nrg sound originally?
The sound of Trade and Tony De Vit -
plus Amadeus’ passion and long-time
experience with harder edged NRG

house.
What differentiates your label

from the others in the
genre?
Iconic - simple – quality, the
label is bigger than all its
artists.

What release are you most
proud of and why?

All of them - everyone's a winner
What is the mission of your label
and what do you see in your future?
To develop the Tidy brand into other
areas as well as music.
What do you see happening to the
Hard House scene in the UK?
Regenerate and broaden its sound
across a wider width of different styles
and sounds.
Artist roster: UK Gold - Bulletproof -
Lisa Lashes - Anne Savage - Tidy Boys
- Hyperlogic - Untidy Dubs - Trauma -
Dave Holmes - Paul Janes - Signum -
Stimulant DJ's - Ingo - Smokin Bert
Cooper - Guv'nors - Satellite Kidz 

Label: Tripoli Trax, London
Sub Labels: Casa Dura
Established: 1995
Releases to date: Next release we'll be
78!

Top Selling Releases:
DJ Misjah + DJ Tim "Access"
Exit EEE "Epidemic"
Knuckleheadz "House Rocca" or "Bezerk"
99th Floor Elevators "Hooked" etc etc...

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-
nrg sound originally? It was what all of
us were playing and continue to
play now...and at the time there
weren't many labels putting out the
music we were playing.
What differentiates your label
from the others in the genre?
Hard to say but variety is the key.
We don't just have banging hard
mixes or funkier ones. We've even
had Timo Maas on Tripoli!
What has been your most popu-
lar release to date? A tough one
because it isn't always the one that
sells the most. DJ Misjah + DJ
Tim's "Access" was always one of
our favourites and one of the most
popular.
What do you see happening to the Hard
House scene in the UK? It is changing a
lot at the moment. A lot of sub-genres
under the Hard House banner seem to be
coming through and the trancey and tech-
no edges are making a comeback. 
Artist roster: Steve Thomas, Mark
Kavanagh, Knuckleheadz, Mr. Bishi, DJ
Ziad, OD404, Pete Wardman, KGB
Shameless plug: ummm...our other label
is Y2K, home to Kumara, Nylon and JFK...

Howzabout a who’s who of UK Hard House labels you asked? No
problem we said!  Well of course it’s turned into an eye-opening experi-
ence for us. First of all there’s loads of them, so we’ve split them into
two sections with next months instalment bringing you the gossip on
Tinrib, Nukleuz, Honey Pot, Mohawk and loads more. Secondly every-
one’s got their own idea of what it’s all about and where it should be
goin’. We tried our best to contact everyone we know of, evidently some
were off doin’ other things and some we just couldn’t get hold of at all!
Either way it’s a fairly comprehensive list. So here it is, an insight into
the globally avin’ it phenomenon that’s ‘loosely’ termed UK Hard House! 

Stay tuned for next months helping and you never know we might let
the powers that be at Freebass con us in to giving you the low down on
UK Clubs and DJs too!! As if we didn’t have enough to do.

Catch you next time Sol Ray of E-Traxx and Hils of Upfront
Magazine.

on the inside...

uk hardhouse
nu nrg part one.

on the inside...

uk hardhouse
nu nrg part one.



Label: Fragile, Abingdon/London 
Established: 2000
Releases to date: 5 x 12"  + 1 x CD
Top Selling Releases: Candyman

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? Getting a kick out of mak-
ing a crowd scream!
What differentiates your label from the
others in the genre? Ours is better! (ha
ha...)
What release are you most proud of and
why? Hopefully it will be the next LAB4
album because we'll know we're still doing
the right thing for the right reasons.
What is the mission of your label and
what do you see in your future?
Hopefully people will start hearing dance
music as just DANCE music again rather
than this label or that style - just good or
bad or interesting! (hopefully good and
interesting!)
What do you see happening to the Hard
House scene worldwide? I think the better
side of it will continue to spread but it won't
be the same hard house as we've already
had here in the UK. Already the new sounds
will be spreading so the rest of the world will
get a more advanced side of hard house.
Artist roster: LAB4, Beretta and Star Child
Shameless plug: The Future will be accord-
ing to LAB4.

Label: Recharge, London
Established: 2000
Releases to date: 4
Top Selling Releases:
'Strapped In' by Justin Bourne
'Where Are You?' by Paul
Glazby & Dynamic Intervention

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? Tony DeVit's DJ sets at the
legendary Trade in around 1994/95. It was such
a fresh, energetic sound, and far better than
anything else at that time in the house scene.
What differentiates your label from the oth-
ers in the genre? We're trying to fuse new tal-
ent with more established names on most
releases. Hopefully this will help the scene to
progress. 
What release are you most proud of and
why? Probably the forthcoming 'Rubb It In' by
Fierce Ruling Diva because of the amazing
response from some massive names off a limit-
ed number of test pressings. 
What is the mission of your label and what
do you see in your future? To stay fresh and
never settle for second best. There are some
bigger names coming on board for the next few
releases, so we hope to make an even bigger
impact on the scene.
What do you see happening to the Hard
House scene in the UK? It's exploded in the
UK over the past year or so and has definitely
become more mainstream. I can see parts of the
scene going back underground over the next
year or so, and this will benefit both the music
and clubs, as there will be more quality control.
Artist roster: Paul Glazby, Dynamic
Intervention,
Justin Bourne, DJ Miyoshi, Fierce Ruling Diva,
OD404, RR Fierce, Defective Audio, Simon Eve
Plus remixers: Steve Thomas, Captain Tinrib,
Karim, Mr Bishi, BK, and Raoul, Luciano, Paul
Janes, Knuckleheadz, Andy Farley.

Label: 12 Inch Thumpers, Guildford,
Surrey England 
Sub-labels: 12 Inch Thumpin Hard, 12
Inch Groovers
Established: 1999
Top Selling Releases: “Don’t Cross
The Line” The Tumbler Remix

What lead you into the
hardhouse/nu-nrg sound originally?
Nothing. It’s the natural sound of the
Thumpers.
What differentiates your label from
the others in the genre? Because we
didn’t set out to be a hard house label.
We are what we are. We don’t follow
any style or trend . We do what we do.
What release are you most proud of
and why? 12 Inch Thumpers “Attitude”
(024) because it’s a very technical
record. 12 Inch Thumpin Hard “Is Battle
Anybody” (01) because it was the first
release on our new label.
Artist roster: 12 Inch Thumpers, Mobi
D, Jason Nawty, Vinyl Coup, D.S.P.,
V.H.T., Paul Glazby, Ilogik, Sam Reeve,
Sol Ray, Jody Osman, Lee Jeffrey.



Label: Chug n Bump, London 
Sub-labels: Powercutz, Boom
Established: 91
Releases to date: 24

Top Selling Releases: Bush Baby
“Delicious”, The Project “Meltdown”
What lead you into the hardhouse / nu-
nrg sound originally? I was playing at
Trade. Hard House didn’t even exist then as
a genre, it was just uptempo stuff. It all
sprang from there really.
What differentiates your label from the
others in the genre? I haven’t joined the
hard house wagon at a late stage. The label
has been there from the beginning.
What release are you most proud of and
why?
Dave Randall “Bombay”. This was my first
attempt at something more groovy which
opened a lot of doors. Plus Bush Baby
“Delicious” because it’s known all over the
world. 
What is the mission of your label and
what do you see in your future? To keep
releasing good quality uptempo club sounds
and not to be labelled into one particular
genre. 
Artist roster: The Project, Bush Baby, Dave
Randall, Max The Alien Thing, DJ Oberon
Shameless plug: 
Dave Randall’s remix of “Beef Jerky” on
Nukleuz and the amazin new Dance Valley
and HQ labels. 

Label: Frisky Recordings, London  
Sub labels: Frisky Limited Edition
Established: 1997
Releases to date: 20

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? We are both established
hardcore producers and wanted a new chal-
lenge.
What has been your most popular
release to date? Probably number 17
called 'Wreck This Place'. It was the hardest
release to date and that's probably why
more people went for it.
Artist roster: We produce most of the
tracks but we have recently teamed up with
Alan Thompson and are about to produce
something with Rob Tissera. We have had
remixes done by the likes of Lisa Pin Up and
12" Thumpers.

Label: Alien Trax, London           
Sub-labels: Human Trax, 2XS
Recordings
Established: 1996
Releases to date: Alien Trax - 27 Human Trax -
7  2XS - 3
Top Selling Releases: "Fiends From Planet X"
by Max & Amino

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? The sounds of the early 90's.
Labels such as HartHouse/Frankfurt Beat, EyeQ
& Noom. Mad nights out listening to mental
music and meeting even more mental people.
What differentiates your label from the oth-
ers in the genre? The lack of obvious samples,
the ability to write our own music, the
darkness, the energy & the rawness, whilst still
being tuneful.
What is the mission of your label and what
do you see in your future? There is no mis-
sion. The labels are a way of expressing our
musical ideas. World domination is the natural
progression. If it happens, it will happen natural-
ly. We will continue to release what we feel are
fresh new energetic trax. We will please, upset
and scare people.
What has been your most popular release to
date? The one that people always comment on
is "Elvis" (ALN002). That's why we remixed it
recently (ALN025) and put it out again. At the
moment it's "Ride the Pony". It's dirty and peo-
ple like that.
Artist roster: Max & Amino / The Alien Thing /
Mark Bongwah / Alex James / DJ E-NRG &
Carbon based. We've put out trax by other
artists including Lab 4 / RR Fierce / Nish and
Karim .



Label: DP Recordings, London
Sub-labels: DP Trance, DP Xpress
Established: 1997
Releases to date: 35

Top Selling Releases to Date: Code 21
“Wanna Play House”, Champion Burns
“Sweat”
Shameless plus: “In at the Deep End” com-
pilation album by various artists on the label
released in the US in Sept 2001 via Red
Distribution.

Label: Rock Hard
Recordings, London
Established: 2000
Releases to date: 11

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? The label was set up by
Lisa Pin-Up who has been championing the
hard house sound when DJing.
What differentiates your label from the
others in your genre? We are bold enough
to sign tracks that are huge on the dance
floor giving the people what they want with-
out worrying if the purists approve or not.
What is the mission of your label and
what do you see in the future? Our mis-
sion is to reach a wider audience around the
world and to set up a sister label to release
the huge amount of good tracks that are
coming through.
What has been the most popular release
to date? “Another Jam” by Lisa Pin-Up &
Elvira -  which was so successful that it was
signed to Nukleuz records.

What do you see happening to the hard
house scene in the UK? The title of the
music may change but there will always be a
market for pumpin party music.

Artist Roster: Lisa Pin-Up, Mr. Bishi, Justin
Bourne, Billy Daniel Bunter, Elvira, Nick Skitz,
Alex K, Frisky Crew, D- Bop, Modelle,
London Fiesta, Gary Sharkie & Project 303.

Label: Fevah House, London
(UK) /Sydney (New Zealand)
Sub-labels: Fevah Trance
Established: 2000
Releases to date: 16, 4 of which are out in
the next 2 months

What led you into the hardhouse/nu nrg
sound?
The main factor for us going into production
was running so many clubbing events and
seeing the reaction of other quality tracks
played and wanting to have our own sound
played.
What is the mission of your label and
what do you see in the future?
The main mission of the label is to promote
the sound of Fevah around the globe.
What do you see happening to the hard
house scene in UK/World?
As with any music cult/sound it will keep
changing for the better. At the moment the
UK scene is flourishing. There is new talent 
and producers coming out with fresh and
exciting ideas all the time, which can only
mean that the sound will expand and
strengthen. 
Artist Roster: Eamonn Fevah, Steve Blake,
Skol, Owen B, Riksta, Matt Clarke, Yoji
Biomehanica, Si Fevah and Steve Ryan.
Shameless plug!!!: Fevah is coming to a
club near you soon so keep you ears out
‘cause you’ll hear us coming. 



Label: Sundissential, Birmingham/London
Established: 2001

Releases to date: 3

Top Selling Releases: Nick Rafferty
“Can U Dig It!”
What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-
nrg sound originally? 
We are one of the biggest Hard House
Clubs in the world, it was a natural pro-

gression.
What differentiates your label from the

others in the genre?
Our history in the music!

What is the mission of your label and what do
you see in your future?
To build it up to the same status as our club.
What do you see happening to the Hard House
scene in the UK?
Evolution is the key!  The clubbers will tell us what
they want!
Artist roster: Charlotte Birch, Nick Rafferty, TNT,
Mark Gray, Justin Bourne

Label: Bullet Proof, London  
Sub-labels: Project 5
Established: 1999
Releases to date: 11 - Bullet Proof,  9 -
Project 5

Top Selling Releases: Johnny Napalm &
Dynamic Intervention “Back To The Funk”
What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? After years of running
other peoples labels I used what I learnt to,
hopefully, do it better.
What release are you most proud of and
why?
Charlotte Birch “Gladiator”. We told her she
could do it and she did.
Artist roster: DBSK, Rubec, Nick Rafferty,
Dynamic Intervention, Charlotte Birch,
Fallout Boy, Legend B, Titchy Bitch
Shameless plug: Legend B “Lost in Love”
Paul Janes mix rocks

Label: E Traxx,  Bristol
Established: 2000
Releases to date: 3/4

What lead you into the hard-
house/nu-nrg sound originally?
A love of all things party pumpin!
Right from the Detroit Techno scene
thru German Hard Trance and
bleeped up party Hardcore of the
early 90’s up till the blastin’ hard
funkin’ house that’s around 2 day!
What is the mission of your label

and what do you see in your future?
Just to hopefully show that you don’t have to
be 2 formulaic.  And maybe to stretch the
sonix involved in dance music.
What do you see happening to the Hard
House scene in the UK?
It’s bound to draw on wider influences. The
planets great producers are all doin’ amazin’
things in loads of different genres - psy, pro-
gressive, techno, jungle, breakbeat, indie etc.
As well as that there’s tons of fresh produc-
ers turnin’ up all the time so there’s plenty of
new ideas comin thru.
Artist Roster: Dynamic Intervention, Sol
Ray, The Pranksterz
Shameless Plug: Next release (E004) is an
E-Traxx Allstars Rmx of Blubba Boy’s
“50,000 Watts” already goin down a storm in
our DJ sets and due out Sept/Oct.



Paul Van Dyk, viewed as one of the
leaders in the electronic dance music
genre is in the process of manipulat-
ing the way a mixed CD can be
made.  I gave the man a call and this
is what he had to say about moving
this medium forward.

Are you still working on the CD?
Yes, I am.  Pretty busy here.

Is this the first mixed CD you’ve done?
The thing, there was something, a soundtrack
for a video compilation called It’s Mixed One,
which was probably one of the first mixed CDs
all.  There was something I did for the cover,
uh I think it was for Muzik magazine three
years ago.  I’ve never really done one for a real
sort of normal release.  

How do you feel about doing something
like this as opposed to doing your own
production?
The thing is it’s much more.  It’s not like a reg-
ular mixed CD.  It’s not the normal way of a DJ
mixing things together because I still think you

can never capture the atmosphere of a club on
a CD.  So my approach towards this CD is
something rather different.  I’m ripping the
tracks apart and put them back together, so
there is a lot of production work involved in
this thing anyway.  It’s more like a merger
between a DJ mixed CD, a remix album and
an artist album.

So you’re not sitting in the studio with two
1200s and mixer.
Well, it’s obvious that is all here, but the main
part of working is to adjust the space to each
other, other than like regular mixing in a club,
it’s more sort of like working musically, taking
parts and elements of tracks and sort of
merge them in a way and make something
new.  It’s really kind of tricky to explain, I hope
people actually realize when they listen to it,
but you have to know the original of course to
know how much I’ve changed it.

That’s always been a question, what’s next
for the mixed CD.
I’ve never really liked DJ mixed CDs because
of the fact that when you play in a club and
you drop a classic track, for everyone in the



club and the party itself it makes a lot of
sense, but when you listen to it later and you
haven’t been at this party and you wonder,
‘why the hell is he putting this record on now.’
This is like playing live, something you do
together with the people, I’m not really cre-
ative standing here trying to recreate a club
night, it’s not going to work.  For me DJing it’s
interacting with the crowd, I had to find a dif-
ferent way of approaching the whole project.
This is the way I thought would be very inter-
esting, and it’s even more difficult than I
thought, it’s a hell a lot of work.  There is a lot
production in there.

It’s good to see someone put this much
effort into a project like this.
For the last couple of months I’ve been col-
lecting things and remixing tracks for this CD,
it’s not just a DJ mix CD.

Is there a certain feeling or theme that
you’re trying to communicate with this
CD?
I basically just choose tracks I really really
enjoy.  It’s a bit like a sound collage.  In terms
of the flow for example, it’s not like a club

night where it’s progressing and progressing
and getting more and more banging and bang-
ing and banging.  It’s more so you can listen to
it at the house or put it on and have a party,
it’s more for different moments.  It ranges from
trance stuff to break beats and techno.  

Is it a single CD?
It’s a double CD.  The first CD that I’m putting
together right now is not quite as banging, it’s
still rocking, but it’s not as banging as the sec-
ond.

What’s the release date?
The 22nd or 23rd of October?

Are you going to have it ready in time?
I’m pretty sure.  It’s going very well.  The last
three weeks I’ve been concentrating on mak-
ing this mix, but since I haven’t any experience
with this I was doing things for hours and
hours and then realize it’s not going to work,
[laughs], and so I had to find a different way of
doing it and I wasted a hell of a lot of time
doing that, but now I’ve figured out a way to
put it together and put it out the way I want it
to sound.

Paul Van Dyk
Remixing the Mix

by Mike Fix





It's been over a year since you last release.
How would you say DA's sound has pro-
gressed or change with your new material?
M - Since we finished original master in the
spring of '99. There's been a lot of changes;
we've got more money for equipment and com-
puters.  Carlos and myself have been working
together for an additional 2 years, in a partner-
ship, time spent together is important, you learn
each other's strengths and weaknesses, and I
feel we've gelled together as a band a hundred
times more than when we started back '98.  The
new material has a lot more of ourselves
entwined in the new music.
C-WORD! Plus I've been programming for BT
and he's taught me alot of fun tricks.

Many music producers are using virtual
instruments within their computers now.
What are your current views of hardware
gear vs virtual instruments?
C-We fully embrace both virtual and traditional
gear. You shouldn't just use one or the other,
because that limits your sound and abilities, not
to mention dates your sound. The trick to virtu-
al instruments is to know the history of that par-
ticular instrument it is trying to emulate when
you program a pattern or sound.

Do either of you have any weird phobias
that you'd like to share?
M - I'm afraid of what's in the ocean.  There's
monsters down there. That's pretty much it
though.
C- Mike's also afraid of the Flying Monkeys in
The Wizard Of Oz.

Do you think all music on the web should be
free via file swapping programs?
M - I have no problem with listening to music
for free.  It should be everyone' right to hear
what's available.  File swapping on the other
hand, does pose a danger to the music indus-
try.  As far as I know, major record labels and
manufacturers are developing new technology
which will limit the capabilities of copying mp3s
more than once. If this is the case, mp3s could
be the next form of radio, which would take
some of the power away from the Clear Choice
monopoly.

C- No. Only if the Artists post it up themselves.
Even though I've been known to download a
thing or two hundred.
What inspires you to make music?
M - Music has been a part of my life since I can
remember, my parents were both serious music
listeners.  My inspiration comes from my expe-
riences and my love for the music. The late '80s
and early '90s in Vegas was the beginning of my
promoting career. I threw parties for almost ten
years, and decided to take it to the next level
with Carlos.
C- Sex, Drugs, and Rock and Roll!  Oh yeah and
the frequent flyer miles.

Who's on your shitlist and why?
M - Creed...  Creed sucks.
C- IT doesn't get better than that!  But Carson
Daly definitley gets the Gas Face! (look out for
his debut album probably titled "I only date
chicks in high school movies then break up with
them to ruin their careers", or something like
that.

If you were unable to earn money from mak-
ing music what would you be doing?
M - I did a lot of things to make money long
before music, but I am not at liberty to discuss
this.  It's a legal thing.
C- I live in West Hollywood and I'm a
Narcoleptic (My Own Private Idaho).

Describe your perfect  live gig.
M - As long as the venue is tight...lights, sound,
the crowd is feeling it, and the rider is taken
care of, that's all you can really ask for.
C- Live Aid circa 1985 Fucking BAD ASS!

Is it true that you have naked girls in day-
glow thongs wearing hula hoops and toting
machine guns flanked on each side of the
stage when DA plays live?
M - I don't know about all that, but there have
been a few shows that we've played that were
a little more unusual than others.
C- I think you just described what would hap-
pen if the Beastie Boy's strippers from the
License To Ill tour hooked up with Public
Enemy's S1Ws.

digital assassins
planning their

next hit
by dimension 23
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Propellerheads Reason 1.0
For a gear slut such as myself who’s dying

to sell his entire studio for the luxury of pro-
ducing music entirely in the virtual realm, the
wait for Propellerheads Reason 1.0 was worth
it. Propellerheads have done with Reason
something so revolutionary to electronic music
making that it’s fucking scary! Never has there
been such an integration of a modern day stu-
dio all tucked nicely into one software pack-
age.

Reason starts of as an empty music rack
that you fill with as many Synthesizers, Drum
Machines, Samplers and Effects that your
computer processor can handle. Over 500
Megs of samples that will cover everything you
need to make original sounding music is
included.

What’s in Reason:

The Main Sequencer
The sequencer layout is very streamlined and
intuitive and great for getting your ideas down
with the least amount of effort. Editing is pre-
sented in several "matrix" style windows. It is
totally workable even without another
sequencer program and very flexible when you
need to go in and edit controller data, veloci-
ties, note on/off  of recorded material.

Subtractor Synth:
This is a great analog synth that sounds remi-
niscent of the Roland Jupiter, Juno and SH
series as well as bit Nord lead-ish as well.
There are hun-
dreds of patch-
es for this synth
and they all
sound top
notch and this
doesn’t happen
too often on software synths.

Re-Drum
A 808 / 909 style drum machine that can easily
import your own samples and kits! You get
plenty of recording options as you can either
record from MIDI using traditional "real-time"
sequencing or the step write approach ala Re
Birth808 approach. Plenty of Drum kits come
on the Sample cd Ranging from Hardcore Hip
Hop House Techno, Drum and Bass,
Electronica
ect…

Dr Rex Loop
Player
My favorite
parts of
Reason! A loop player that will play drum
loops with your song no matter what tempo its
and still be in sync and with the same pitch. If

your familiar with Re- Cycle then this would be
it lil brother. If you have your own Re-cycle
drum loops they can be imported and Reason
comes with hundreds and hundreds of excel-
lent loops crossing all genres!

FX Modules
These FX sound sooo good! The Reverb,
Delay, Distortion, /flanger, phaser, envelope fil-
ter and compressor units are ALL as good or
better than  fx plug ins I've used.  FX are even
more powerful simply because all the routing
options once you flip the virtual rack around
and move a few cables!

Matrix Sequencer
This is a software version of an Arp/Moog
modular step sequencer. This little tool is what
made Giorgio Moroder, Tangerine Dream and
Kraftwerk famous. Nuff said! This units great
for writing synth step patterns with the
Subtractor synth

NN19 Sampler
The sampler first off
doesn’t sample but
instead accepts
WAV or AIFF files,
mono or stereo and
key mapping/trans-
position and
stretching is available. Forward or
forward/backward looping is included and
editing options include tuning and pitch plus
dual envelopes, multi-waveform LFO,  cutoff
and resonate filter modes. Samples can be re-
triggered and polyphony is selectable from
one to 99 notes.

Other Features
When the TAB key is pressed, the rack spins
around exposing the rear of all your gear. Here
you can move the cables between the gear
and mixers making for cool routing options.
Reason can save songs as a self-contained
package, including all samples. Songs can
also be saved as a WAV or AIFF file.  An addi-
tional “publish” option saves in a playback-
only mode & doesn’t allow any changes
including extracting elements of your song,
keeping your tune original and not allowing
others to alter it. Very cool way of digital music
distribution!

Reason is the most innovative music-creat-
ing program out there and the fact that it also
syncs up perfectly with Cubase and Logic
makes producing excellent sounding music
compositions without “real gear” a very real
reality! I can only imagine what version 2 will
be like!?  Download the demo today at:
http://www.propellerheads.se - You’ll thank
me!

System Requirements:
MAC: 604/166 MHz or better, 64 MB RAM, Mac OS 8.6 or

later, OMS 2.2 or later (AltiVec-compatible for G4).
WINDOWS: PII/233 MHz or better, 64 MB RAM, Windows

98/NT 4.0/2000.
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Oi Oi everyone, we are back at you
once again from the FreeBass mas-
sive! Last month was a really busy
one for me. Not only did I have a
manic Dj schedule but also I spent a
good majority of it pulling my hair out
in the studio trying to get our P.A.
ready for action. If I had realized that
putting a 40-minute live performance
was going to be so much work I
don’t think I would have bothered!
When it comes to electronic equip-
ment I think I am cursed! Just as I
overcome one problem it seems to
create another! Here at Subsonic
there is a 10ft rule. Don’t let me with-
in 10ft of a computer or electronic
gizmo as I am bound to break it!
Anyways the P.A. is ready to go and I
am looking forward to giving it the
test run this Saturday August 25 at
Smile 4. I will let you know what goes
wrong when we get up on stage in
next month’s issue! 

Outside of the P.A., Ion and I fin-
ished off a new hardcore track last
week called ‘Purgatory’. It’s bang on
the freeform tip with a huge kick
drum, menacing off stabs and a dark
bass breakdown. This is the first new
hardcore track we have done in over
6 months! Don’t panic it’s just
because the studio was down for so
long while we moved. ‘Purgatory’ is
going to be the second release on a
new label we are starting called No
Control. The first release is a choon
that Orion and myself did called ‘The
Hardcore Frequency’ and I feel it has
kind of a Jon Doe No Trix sound to it.
We are going to mainly aim the label
at the harder darker edge of the
Hardcore and Freeform sound. 

On the freeform tip I have to say
that it is doing extremely well here in
the USA at the moment. We have a
bunch of new domestic labels start-
ing up including Romatek records,
Tilzs M&M records and of course our
own No Control. I have had the oper-
tunity to check out the material that
is going to be served up on both
Romatek & M&M and take it from me
they are definitely class traxs. Romatek
records will actually be performing live at
Smile 5 on Sept 28th, info on this can be found
by calling 916-484-3728. If we carry on at this
rate with new labels, the USA hardcore scene
could become totally self supported. 

Next month Ion and I have a heavy remix

schedule. We will be doing a
hardcore mix of ‘Drowning’ for
moonshine alongside the infa-
mous Lostboy from L.A. then
we have a whole set of remix-
es we are doing for JAL includ-
ing Triple J’s ‘Have it all’ and
‘Eternity’ plus Twist and
Frisky’s ‘Give It To Me’. That
reminds me if anyone is inter-
ested we are renting time in
the studio again now it has
reached completion. We offer
mix down sessions or you can
rent time for new projects. For
more info and rates give the
store a call at 916-441-2775. 

There are lots of new releas-
es in the pipeline for next
month with the most active
camp definitely being the Nu
Energy Label Collective. There
are 2 new releases on Nu
Energys, 24 & 25 by Kevin
Energy and Safe & Sound, A
new Go Mental Dark by The
Omen, ‘Bust It Like This’ and a
new Go Mental Platinum,
‘Sunshine’ original with a
remix by Scott Brown Also a
new Raving Mad which is a
wicked update of ‘All I Need’
and a track Sharkey and
Myself created Bonkers. Kevin
Energy is off on bit of world

tour over the next 7 weeks touching
down in the USA, Australia, New
Zealand and Canada. He has pur-
chased a laptop and cellular Internet so
he can keep running the business while
he is away. The only problem is that he
does not know how to use it!! Scott
Brown has a few new releases this
month ‘The Power Of Love 2001’ is def-
initely the best of the selection. Robbie
Long had the fun time of breaking in
the country of Spain to the UK
Hardcore sound. Robbie said that they
are all complete nutters and the party
people are well up for some Hardcore
Power! Although Robbie could not
understand a word anyone was saying
while he was in Spain he still had a

wicked time! 
Well that’s all I have time for this issue so keep
it real and if anyone wants to get in touch or if
you have any news or gossip for future issues
of Freebass you can E-mail me at simon-
apex@aol.com or call the store at 916-441-
2775.    ‘Til next time...
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Welcome back to your one stop for all
thing's hardcore. Damn can anyone believe
Summer is almost over? So far it's been one
crazy ass season that's for sure. These last
few months especially have witnessed a num-
ber of kick ass events popping off all across
the country. One constant that I have experi-
enced since the beginning of the year, is that a
number of the larger events now share a simi-
lar schedule.

Out of necessity, day time events are
becoming more and more the norm while all
night events are slowly disappearing. Most of
the promoters that I know, would rather have
their event go off in the night instead of the
day without question. Sometimes however,
day time events are the only alternative to
being completely shut down. More often then
not when push comes to shove between pro-
moters and local authorities, promoters are the
ones left with little or no options. A day time
format is sometimes the only alternative to
being completely shut down. Now some of you
might like raving in the day, depending on how
you look at it, it could be a really good experi-
ence. Personally I guess it's cool and call, that
is until you see those acid faces in full light
and then it's all over. You know what I'm talk-
ing about. Like when you've been raving all
night and then they all of a sudden turn on the
lights. Wham! Your like say what, what's up
with that.  I guess like with everything else, it
just gets taking used to.

In the past, most of the day time raves that
I have attended have either been weekend
long festivals or after parties like Sundays in
the park. The difference is that nowadays the
main Saturday event is what is held during the
day and it usually shuts down soon after night-
fall. That I believe takes some time to get used
to especially if you've been raving for more
then a few years. Recently there has been a
few occasions when I have taken off from a
Saturday day time time rave and I'm like ok
now what? I'm sometimes left thinking all right
what's next, it's still Saturday night and it's
barely even late. After EDC for example, Ron

D. Core and I  were like damn, it's not even
dark, so we hit up a crazy Chinese restaurant
and got sloshed off insane drinks with little red
dragons coming out of them. It was like going
out after going out, just throws your whole
rave schedule for a loop. You may be thinking
to yourself right about now, what is to blame
for the mess we're in? I'll tell you, it's the god
damn bastard pop mass media. Their the ones
to blame for the forced day time events, acid
faces and all.

With the continuous onslaught of the popu-
lar mass media upon our great scene, the
authorities are practically given the green card
to crack down on raves with whatever
resources they want. I've seen all sort of
freakin' helicopters and shit buzzing around
raves taking their stupid little pictures. I can't
even begin to tell you how much tax dollars
that crap probably wastes. All this attention
and commotion that we are attracting is point-
less. What the hell do they want from us any-
ways? Do they really want to prevent people
from listening to music and dancing that bad?
I know what those fuckers say, they claim that
drugs are the problem. I'll tell you the problem,
it's them not accepting the fact that raves are
here to stay! You can' stop what can't be
stopped. Just look at how we adapt to the
current barrage of anti-rave operations going
off across the country.  If we have to rave dur-
ing the day for a little while fine, either way,
we're going to get ours. So if anyone from the
police or popular mass media is reading this,
mark my words, your fighting a losing battle.
Right let's move on.

Before I wrap things up for this month, I
want to drop a little news for what's coming
up in the near future. That project I hinted
about last month will be released before you
know it. In the next issue I will give you the
entire lowdown, in the mean time all I am pre-
pared to say is that it will be a first for hard-
core!! So don't expect the usual
cd/record/tape thing. This is uncharted territo-
ry. C'ya next month!



Opposing Forces
Raving Nightmare EP
Coolman / Holland
The 32nd release on this well established
hardcore label is a defiante keeper. Four differ-
ent artists combine forces to release a true
four tracker ball buster that has a little bit of
everything for the hardcore heads. The title
track has some sic kick drum variations that
really push the boundries on the low end fre-
quency scale. The vocals will no doubt haunt
the audience as they play off the natural
human fear of nightmares.

-The Knowitall

MC Rage feat. Dj Bike, Placid K, and Nitro
Rave City Outlaw
D-Boy / Italy
Rage spits some bad ass dirty lyrics as Bike,
Placid K, and Nitro supply the beats on this 4-
tracker straight from the boot. A nice variation
between the tracks makes this record useful in
just about any Hardcore situation. Although
Rage is the focal point on the record, he does
a very nice job of balancing the beat with the
vocal. Speaking of the beats, you get exactly
what you expect from these producers, namely
a thuderous basekick with defiante where-
house shaking capabilities.

-The Knowitall

Dj E-Rick meets Sequential One
Dance
VIP / Holland
Old meets new on this 3rd release of VIP
Records. A couple of dope remixes of an old-
skool classic done up nicely for 2001. The title
sample does a good job of getting the mes-
sage across without overdoing it. Overall the
dominant synth paterns are catchy yet not
cheesy. On the flip side, the track "Muthafuck"
works great when your in one of those moods
when only something raunchy and vulgar will
do. Good to have at your disposal.

-The Knowitall

The Tyrant, AL.I, Nevermind, and Naked
Slice
Renegade Virus
Apocalypse / U.S.A.
This double 12-inch is the third release for this
gabber label out of Queens. Definatly not for
the faint of heart. Speeds on this release easily
hit 200 bpm's. Terror is the name of the game
as vocal screams mesh with drum kits set on
double time to deliever true sonic mayhem on
unsuspecting ears. Pay close attention to the
various vocal samples, you'll be surprised as
to where they came from.

-The Knowitall

DJ Killah
Survivor
D-Boy / Italy
Takin’ the hardcore world by storm, this will be
the biggest track of the summer, if you can
survive!  Takin’ one of the biggest pop songs
this year and makin’ it a real floor killah, this is
definitely the track to skin the crowds shins
with.  Pulling all the sick gabber stabs for your
mental relapses and slammin’ the hardest
bass kicks while Destiny’s Child wails some
vocals to keep you survivin’!

-KrackFU

Various Artists
I’m Happy / Fashion
Randy 909% / Italy
The track that is catching everyone’s attention
this summer has finally been revealed for all
you hardcore fiends.  Sky D and Gab definitely
remixing one of the dopest songs out this year,
Gorillaz-“Clint Eastwood”, and takin’ it to new
heights.  Starting off sick and hard with ill dis-
torted bass stabs that melt into the illest break
for the more mature hardcore lookers.  Check
the flip for some ultra crunchy gabbah pork
spleen hours d'ouvres mixed in some ostrich
soup for the late night taste tests.

-KrackFU

The Reactor & Raoul meet Impulse Factory
Hardcore Will Never Die(remixes)
Traxtorm / Italy
Featuring two sick ass new remixes of the
O.G. track that took the hardcore scene by
storm, this 12” does not stop for anything.
Viper remix keeping the original vocals from
this classic track and adding the new style
hardcore that phucks up any party.  Also
includes a raw chop you with a meat cleaver
remix by DJ Paul to bring the new gabber flow.
Peep the flip for two new track from Reactor &
Raoul and Impulse Factory, sick phuckin’ pro-
duktion.

-KrackFU

Zero Six Project
Motherfuckin’ DJ
Impulse / Italy
Are you a real Motherfuckin’ DJ?  If you are
then you know what’s up with this second
installment to Traxtorm’s new sub-label by
Impulse Factory.  Pumpin’ the sickest new
style gabbah shit with the bloodiest distortions
and great shit-talking throughout.  Four great
tracks to eat some razor blade soup with,
remember to rinse your mouth out with salt
water to clean infections!

-KrackFU



“Hoover Trance”, anyone?  
I don’t think I’m totally off my tree when I say that a lot of the releases as

of late are really getting that trance feel to them.  Those familiar “Dee de-dee
Dee de-dee” (see D.3 by Jon Doe for example) synth patterns and fills combined with increasing-
ly ethereal vocal samples and less and less of that knocking kick drum.  Last month, I reviewed 3
tunes that had that sound and those were only the tunes I reviewed.  I‘ve got a butt
load more.  Am I complaining?  Not at all!  I hope they keep coming, only as
long as they’re quality tunes.  Being a convert from Hard Trance, I find my
toes tapping to that sound with out a second thought.  Even digging in to
my trance crates for the really hard trance from early ’99, these days the
bass heavy kick is back and I’m fine with that.  And really, let’s be honest,
some of those kicks were a bit sickly, weren’t they? 

On top of that the genre is starting to defiantly starting to split.  With
the main camps being the more mainstream, yet by no means lacking,
imprints like Tidy keeping the fires of Hard House stoked & Nukleuz, putting
out labels with every color of the rainbow, covering techy, trance, house, NRG,
what have you, and the more underground, harder, sounding stuff like the brilliant
Pranksterz on the aptly named Pranksterz label and One Eyed Jack
churning some seriously brain tweaking shit on Meat Moosic and
the like.    Then you have a fledgling label like Peroxide records
upping the trance quotient and really starting to blend the two genres
while still retaining the elements of both.  Expect Peroxide to really
get some serious cross genre play from a lot of DJs if they keep this
their current level of quality.  

On to more gossipy news…Lab-4 have at last bestowed upon us,
a repressing of Reformation II having just regained to rights to that
and other tunes all soon to be released on their own Fragile imprint.
Here in the states, San Francisco based Lotek is set to release Rubec’s new tune “Primitive”
with two mixes, Original and Wardance mixes.  Should be out by the time you are reading this.
Both cuts are quality and defiantly up to his usual standard of work!   Also going on in the States
is one of the better Hard House/NRG resource websites,
Bangingbeats.net, maintained by Chicago’s DJ ricA.
Banginbeats.net is the sole NRG resource for the Midwest.
Featuring a broad array of djs locally and abroad.  Even UK based
Wax magazine’s Johnny Dangerous is a member.  Check it for
tune reviews, online mixes and links galore. Back on the left coast…
Less than a month away for the landing of the Nukleuz tour!
Featuring BK, Ingo, Nick Sentience, and Andy Farley.  If you can
get make it, defiantly do so. Along with the Nu NRG Ent. crew; Jeff
Ryan, 007, and yours truly.  Can’t wait!

Well that’s it for this month!  Be on the look out for a few changes to the lay out and how the
columns are dome that might be occurring in these pages in the coming months.  All good things
that will help you get your monthly fix of NRG news and reviews.  Next month look for pix of the
Nukluz tour if I can manage to get them developed before my deadline! 

dj ganesh

pranksterz

lab 4

ted & steve



Sergeant Sam
“Fly by Night” &
“Hemispheres”
Trooper Trance
Trooper’s second release on
it’s trance imprint serves up
more of the same NRG
enhanced trance.  “Fly by
Night” is a true trance number,
complete with the uplifting
synth work and all the hands in
the air feeling that you used to
get with the genre a few years
back but with a lot more
punch!  Hemisphere is a bit
more on the rough side.  The
kicks and bass are all NRG but
again the synth washes and
loopy vocals just scream
trance. Perfect for those floors
that like it a bit fluffier!

-Ganesh

Fast Floor
“Don’t Touch the Control”
Project 5
Solid Kicks and some quite
novel samples on this one with
the title being the main one.
Fast Floor seems to be putting
out more tunes than I can keep
up with. This one being, the
strongest, yet.  Nice moving
bass.  Rapid-fire stabs and
quickly building synths with
nice analogue sounding bits
underneath fill out the build
really well.  Good mid-set
choon with a slight trance feel.
A mix from, Project 5 stalwarts,
Bulldozer would have been
fantastic!  Maybe a remix
planned?  Whaddaya say?

-Ganesh

Jigsaw Man 
“Stomp (now get on up)”
Pigpen
Pigpen chimes in with a winner
with the Jigsaw man.  Groovy
B-side really turns up the funky
ass bass.  Totally infectious
and catchy.  Fits well as a hard
point to a hard house set or a
funky breather in an NRG one.
Layered hoovers and good
change ups to keep the crowd
from getting too comfortable
are a nice addition..  The “now
get on up” sample is well used
and the rest I’ll let you figure
out. The A-side is more full on
and a bit more stripped.  Not
nearly as solid as the flip!

-Ganesh 

Vinylgroover & The Red
Head “Hells Drums”
Red Records
Well if you hadn’t already
guessed this tune has quite a
bit of percussion!  Almost
Goodmen (Anybody remember
them?) style but obviously a lot
harder and up to date.  Could
be very worthwhile in a lot of
situations.  This tune has a lot
of cross over appeal, as is the
case with most Red releases.
Vinylgroove is defiantly one of
the producers that will lead the
way for a more mainstream
hard house following.  The flip
again is a harder edged
straight up version with less
drums and a bit more umph!
The “Masters of Time and
Space” sample will either get a
laugh or wide-eyed amaze-
ment.  Try it and see!

-Ganesh

Tangent
“House Moving”
Shock
Shocks, newest cut, is the best
of what they do.  Lots of sam-
ples and manic club energy as
you might expect.  Scratch
samples and backspin drops
are very well done.  The offbeat
bass is pretty standard.  Flip it
for the Pigpen remix and you
won’t be disappointed!  The
offbeat bass is swapped for a
rolling tumbling house bass
and that’s only the beginning.
The backspins are repeated
back to back to back and are
really effective on the floor.
The build is a monster with the
stretched, gated
“Baaaaasssssss” really doing
the trick.  A bit light on the pay
off but just boost the gain a bit
and you’ve got ‘em!

-Ganesh

E-Traxx All Stars
“The Hard Beatz”
E-Traxx
Sol Raay and Mik Cree hook
up and do, well, they just do
what they do best.  Pumping
superbly produced NRGetic
Hard House!  A solid banging
hard tune from a team that
should really hang out together
more often from the sound of
it!  Solid kicks, untra crisp hats
and all the rest get tossed in to
the mix on this one.  The break
is totally skitzo.  This twisted

sound that defies description
will have them in fits.  2 mixes
to choose from on this one
with both being worth a listen.

-Ganesh

One Eyed Jack
“Drop It”
Meaty Moosic
A fantastic tune from one of my
favorite producers at the
moment.  This tunes got it all
when it comes to just pure
crowd-pleasing mayhem!
Gobs of deep pulsing bass and
crowd noise fill out this mon-
ster mid-tempo Hard Houser.
Hi-pitched rapid fire stabs and
brilliant arrangement.  Thee
build takes you way up and
kind of pulls it out from under
you with the pay off only to
build you back up to that bass
again!  Damn fine tune god
most any old time!

-Ganesh

Dynamic Intervention, Rich
& Gordi
“Move It”
Dip
Another pairing of some of my
favorite artists!  It’s been a
slow month but things like this
more than make up for it.  “The
Dynamic Trio” gets back in to
the studio and put out another
crowd pleasing hard one!
Again the funky edged hard
beak style this one is once
again superbly produced and
just a damn fine tune.  Find it
before it’s all gone!  Huge
builds and bass a plenty are all
over this one.  Recommended!

-Ganesh

send all product for review or
comments to:

Ganesh
Freebass Magazine

6404 Wilshire Blvd #601
Los Angeles, CA 90048

ganesh@freebass.tv



Hello All!  I want to keep this short
and sweet because I have so many
tracks I want to pay attention to.  I’ve
had a few adventures in Barbarella-
land this month.  I had a chance to
pop on over to Circus to see Cass
spin.  I love to check out a DJ like
Cass, so much new stuff…he had the
crowd jumping up and down.  What a
great club.  I highly doubt anyone in LA
hasn’t been there, but if you haven’t,
they really bring in some quality acts.
Paul Rodgers (Sleepfreaks,
Sumsonic/Mechanism) was in town,
and we had a nice little chat over the
din of beats and happy club-goers.  

In San Francisco, The DNA Lounge
has been resurrected.  On a
Wednesday Zenith Nadir had a live PA
and Doran spun as well.  I was really
impressed with the live PA, they used a
bunch of old school elements with a
303… ah, the good ol’ days.  They just
released a track on Crush Recordings,
Doran’s label out of LA, and it’s a good
one.

So without further ado….

*Mark Shimmon vs. 3rd Degree
Dark Feelin' - Mara Remix / Andy
Moor Remix
Tune Inn Records UK
This is a deep, dark, growling progres-
sive stomper.  Mara has really done a
good job on this one.  The bassline line
is on FIRE; really deep and throbbing.
The drum kit has a good deal of tribal
elements, some sounds seem like they
are straight out of the amazon.  The
low mids are deep old school ray guns
almost sounds like an electronic ama-
zon warfare gone mad.  This is a sick
track.  If you're not careful, you might
give all the little kiddies nightmares...
hmmm... sounds like FUN! Grab this
one quick before they're gone!  Andy
Moor's offering is also one you don't
want to skip.  The bassline is warm
and low, reminiscent of his work on
Baroque.  He adds all kinds of dope
tribal twists and turns.  Even the
Original Mix is a sick little puppy.  -bar-
barella

*Sheethanger
For You Alone - Spincycle Remix
Forged UK
This is a real tribal affair.  This track is
all about drums.  It's getting caned by
all the big guns like Terry Francis, Lee
Burridge, Bushwhacka, and others.
The bassline is deep and shifty.  If you
dig tribal madness, you will definitely
dig this one.  -barbarella

*Blakstone
Superfrill - Ocean Wave Dub
Vapour Recordings UK
Blakstone is an effort on the part of
Andy Jarrod and Kasey Taylor. The
Ocean Wave Dub, is a deep progres-
sive number for a more intelligent
sound.  It is a little more minimal than
the last Vapour release, but it's nature
is much more hypnotic and eerie.  The
bassline really throbs under the drum
kit, and whirring mid percussive ele-
ments provide the backdrop for clang-
ing metallic analogue stabs.
Atmospheric sweeping, bell tolls, and
an occasional filtered vocal clip fill out
the top for a rich, full sound.  This
track rocks, definitely a keeper. -bar-
barella

*Redbak
The Shadow
Sunkissed USA
Redback AKA Simon Noble, one half of
Breeder, brings us Sunkissed's 20th
release, and it is a hard, progressive
thumper.  The Original has a hollow,
organic drum kit and the bassline is a
monster.  Eerie filtered chords swell in
and out underneath atmospheric
sweeping and layering.  Half way
through, an arsenal of tribal elements
are brought in taking the energy up,
and the track breaks down from there.
On the flip side 'Hyrax' is a real slam-
mer, don't miss it. It has crazy warbling
sounds and has a more trancey hue to
it.  -barbarella

*Robbers of Antiquity
Nocturnal - John Selway Remix
Music Now Records USA
John Selway offers a shimmering pro-
gressive remix with a stiff kick and a
strong bassline.  It's a slow builder
with a lot of subtly changing elements.
Broken down, filtered acid lines creep
in and out of a crisp drum kit.  Very
thought provoking.  The original ver-
sion is similar, however the general
pitch of the track is lower.  All kinds of
weird elements in both.  This is one of
those tracks you have to listen to all
the way through or you won't get it. -
barbarella

Eagles Prey
Tonto’s Drum (Original/Lexicon
Avenue Remix)
Plastic Fantastic Records UK
This re-release of the 1992 classic is
nicely reshaped by Lexicon Avenue.
The drum kit is a dark tribal affair and
it has a deep throbbing bassline.  The
vocal clips are filtered down and bro-
ken up by grinding analogue stabs and
digitized atmospheric sweeping.  Very
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methodical, deep, and menac-
ing.  Definitely pick this one
up… the original mix is worth it
all by itself, watch out nostalgia.

-barbarella
Mo Shic & Zeidan
2 Loose La’Track
(Original/Remix)
Plastica Records UK
This Plastica release is a deep
tribal monster.  Mo Shic &
Zeidan hail from Isreal and are
already loved by the likes of
Sasha, Carl Cox, Steve Lawler,
and other biggins out there.
This is a beautifully layered
track with chugging hand drums
and toms; swirling synths,
grinding analogue stabs; and an
eerie, haunting vocal.  Rumor
has it that this track has already
been licensed to many new
projects by some of the best
DJs out there.  If you like deep,
scary, menacing music, this is
your track o’the month.

-barbarella
Hamel
Close (Original/Quadrant
Remix)
Teknology USA
This is a real slick piece of pro-
gressive tech-inspired house.
All of the trademark Bill Hamel
sounds are present: minimal fil-
tered vocal clips, a throbbing
bassline, and a funky tribal per-
cussion kit.  This is definitely
one of his best.  The Quadrant
remix is a little harder and a lit-
tle more progressive… Very
tough to choose. -barbarella

Symmetrik
Unbalanced (Dub Mix)
Forward Recordings UK
I dig it.  Don’t miss this one.
The bassline is a monster.  The
drum kit is mechanical and
sharp and a warbling 303 works
in and out of crispy snares.
While the original mix has been
storming through Europe this
summer, I prefer the more sub-
dued and methodical version.
Produced by Renaissance’s Ian
Ossia and Yum Yum’s Richard
Schiessl, it’s no wonder it’s a
stormer.  I’ve been told that
they have some more goodies
coming up so keep your ears
open. -barbarella

Space Tribe
Warped (Louis Strange)
Decipher UK
This is a real mellow cat.

Perfect for early mornings and
outdoors.  The drum kit is warm
and driving.  A floor rattling
bassline swells underneath and
the top is filled with echoing
chanty voices.  This is Louis
Strange’s first remix on a label
aside from Baroque and it is
really incredible. -barbarella

Zenith Nadir
I Love the Feeling
(Original/Thomas Penton
Remix)
Crush Recordings USA
The rolling bassline on this
track is perfect for middle of the
night mayhem.  Low percussive
elements are also highlighted
and they underline filtered
atmospheric sweeping on top.
Thomas Penton offers a more
progressive remix, without the
vocal.  This track will definitely
bring the energy up in any set,
without going overboard.

-barbarella
Natious
Stylo (Original/Mark Shimmon
v. 3rd Degree Remix)
Tune Inn Records UK
Stylo is the latest from Natious
(Tim Ratcliffe) and is a solid fol-
low up to Tune Inn’s last and
amazing release ‘Dark Feelin’.
The Mark Shimmon v. 3rd
Degree remix is a well thought
through tension builder.  All of
the elements are simple and
minimal.  The drum kit is tight
and sharp.  Vocal clips are fil-
tered and ethereal.  The
bassline slides along under-
neath as the energy builds and
builds.  The original is a higher
energy affair with a few mid-
high repeated analogue lines
and a flashier drum kit.  The
vocals are also a little bit more
pronounced.  Right on,
Definitely grab this one before
the next guy.  -barbarella

Outlanders
Silent Conflict (Katakana Odb
Mix)
Gravitation Records UK
This 3rd release from SOG’s sis-
ter label is a smooth, intelligent
progressive number.  The
bassline is a sweller and the
drum kit is tight and tribal.  A
simple one line melody floats
along on top above a myriad of
old school progressive ele-
ments.  Atmospheric sweeping
and echoey mid-low and low

synth stabs fill out the rest.
This track is a killer tension
builder, very subtle and very
intelligent.  I likes…-barbarella

Liam Shachar
World’s Apart (Nuw Idol Tribal
Mix)
WellWicked Gold UK
Wellwicked has a new offshoot
label – WellWicked Gold, and its
first release is a tribal number
with a thumping bassline and a
strong crisp drumkit.  More on
the high energy, drama tip, a
minimal synth line chugs across
the top.  Featured is a beautiful-
ly mournful vocal and a wee bit
of raw piano, perhaps a bit
much for the more mellow
types, but for the higher energy
people out there, this track has
your number.  -barbarella

Bassetti
Ganymede   
Grounded Music USA
Yay, I love creepy minimal stuff.
The bass is swelling and deep
underneath an echoing drum
kit.  Sexy, filtered vocals whis-
per in and out.  If you like weird,
hypnotic, tribal tunes, this is
definitely a record for you.
Great for building energy and
tension.  I dig it. The remixes
add texture and variety to the
original.  You can’t go wrong
with any of them.   -barbarella

Austin Leeds
The Divine – Austin’s Divine
Remix
Progress Inn UK
Tune Inn just had a baby and
it’s a thinker.  Weird, wicked,
and tribal.  Just how I like it.  All
through the track are strange
lefts and creepy elements.
Eerie vocal stabs echo in the
back ground giving it a haunting
effect.  The bass throbs and the
drum kit is warm and organic.
Leeds is definitely a producer to
look out for and this label has a
whole slew of dope producers
like Bassetti, Escape, Atnarko,
and Inkfish; all lined up for
future releases.  -barbarella
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Recently released
Crystal Method Tweekend Geffen
Lee Burridge Nubreed Boxed    
Mystre   Mysterium   Highborn
Omar Santana   Hardcore f/the Headstrong Moonshine
Taylor  Synethasia  Ultra Records
Uberzone Faith in the Future Astralwerks
Vinylgroover High Energy  Highborn
Micro tech-mix-live  Moonshine 

Upcoming Releases
Armand Van Helden Gandhi Khan Armed        10/2
Anabolic Frolic Happy 2B Hardcore Plat. Moonshine 11/6
Basement Jaxx Atlantic Jaxx Recordings: XL Recordings 9/4 
Chemical Brothers It Began In Afrika (single) Astralwerks 9/11 
Deep Dish       Global Underground: Moscow  Boxed 10/30
DJ Enrie untitled project Moonshine 11/6
Dave Aude Nocturnal Wonderland Moonshine 9/11
Goldie Goldie.co.uk: Moonshine 10/23
Howie B Recordings  Another Late Night      Kinetic         TBD 
Kings of Convenience Versus (remix album) Source/Astralwerks 10/30 
Kraftwerk Expo 2000” (original mixes/remixes) Astralwerks 10/30 
Morel         Queen Of The Highway Yoshitoshi        10/6         
Mixmaster Mike Spin Cycle Moonshine 9/11
Orbital      The Altogether      FFrr/London-Sire     9/4
Paul Van Dyk     Politics of Dancing (Mix CD) Ministry of Sound 10/23
Stanton Warriors     The Stanton Session XL Recordings 9/4
Simian Chemistry Is What We Are Astralwerks 8/9
Slipmatt "Speed Limit 140BPM A New Era"  Moonshine 10/9
The Avalanches      Since I Left You      Modular 10/30 
Tall Paul Mixed Live Tall Paul Moonshine 10/9
V/A- Nude Dimensions Volume 3 (new comp)- Naked/Astralwerkls 10/2 
Various Artists "@Home - Sunrise" Moonshine 9/25
Various Artists "@Home - Sunset" Moonshine 9/25
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